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Intro to AutoCAD

The presentation and images by East Tennessee State University are licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License unless noted otherwise.

Start by clicking on the big red A at the left top.
That opens the dropdown window where you can:
Start a new drawing.
Open an existing drawing.
Save your drawing.
Print your drawing.
Selecting new will open the template selection.

Once the text box is open
selecting the ACAD template will
open a new drawing in feet and
inches.

The quick access toolbar will allow you to do all of the same things.
It will also allow you to open your drawings on your mobile device.

Selecting the dropdown arrow will open the
customize quick access toolbar.
Selecting show menu bar will add a second
row of tabs up top which will let you access
many features.

From here you can customize your dimension styles, Point styles, add additional line
types, and manipulate you're drawing units.

The ribbon contains multiple tabs which all contain tools to assist
drawing.
All of These tools are also available from the command line by simply
starting to type their name .
These tools will be covered in future lessons.
Using the command line and the keyboard creates drawings that are far
more precise then using the GUI and the mouse.
Command line

Mouse controls :

Clicking left
mouse button
lets you select
locations or
objects.

Center wheel
allows you to zoom
in or out. Pressing
down and holding
allows you to pan.

Clicking right
button
opens
shortcut
menu.

Selecting with Mouse:
Left clicking on an object will select it.
Holding control while clicking will let you select multiple items.
Holding down left button while dragging will create a selection window.
Dragging from left to right will select objects that are fully surrounded.
Dragging from right to left will select any item the window touches.

Objects are created from simple shapes found under the draw section, such
as lines, circles, arcs rectangles and polygons.

Object can be manipulated from the modify panel which allows rotating,
trim/extending, fillets and chamfers, arrays, offsets, exploding, and joining
objects, and more.

We begin drawings by selecting tools to create geometry such as the line
tool, which allow us to draw lines or by typing the name of the tool in the
command line.
We can then either pick points with the mouse or enter coordinates from the
keyboard.

We can designate angles by using the tab button.

We begin drawings by selecting tools to create geometry such as the line tool, which
allow us to draw lines or by typing the name of the tool in the command line.
We can then either select points with the mouse or enter coordinates from the
keyboard.

We can designate angles by using the tab button.

The circle tool let's just draw complete circles.
Use the circle dropdown menu to select the correct type of circle.
Typing OS in the command line we'll bring up the object snap menu.
From here we can select that type of snaps where you wish to use.
We can also toggle them off or on, which can also be done by simply
pressing the F3 or F11 function keys.

Snaps can also
be toggled on
and off,
Or selected from
here:

The trim tool allows removal of unwanted geometry.
Simply select the tool and click on anything you want to delete.

The text tool will allow you to create text.
The text tab will not be visible until after you create
the text box. It will also go away after you close it.
Once activated it behaves like MS word.

Text style, size, position justification, line spacing, and
symbols are some of the most often used text
features.
Clicking on the text will allow you to adjust it’s
position.

Layers and Colors

The presentation and images by East Tennessee State University are licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License unless noted otherwise.

Part and Assembly Drawings:
Must contain all data
required to reproduce
part Accurately.
Assembly identification.
Revision information.
Part numbers /
quantities.
Author information.
Approval information.
Tolerance Data.
Dimensional information.
Scale.

Part and Assembly Drawings:
Assembly drawings show the
position and functional
relationship of parts in the
assembly and contain multiview orthographic projections.
They typically are not
dimensioned.
Parts are identified by balloons
with item numbers that
reference the part name and
part or catalog number on the
bill of materials (BOM).

Common Imperial Engineering sizes:
Format

Hor. In.

Vert. In.

# of zones

A (hor.)

11

8.5

2x2

A (vert)

8.5

11

2x2

B

17

11

2x4

C

22

17

4x4

D

34

22

4x8

E

44

34

8x8

Available in Fusion 360

Imperial Drawing sizes Breakdown:

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ANSI_size
_illustration.svg

ISO Engineering Drawing Sizes:
Format
Ver.
# Zones
A4
A4
A3
A2
12
A1
16
A0

Hor.
210mm x
297mm x
420 mm x
594 mm x

279mm
210 mm
297 mm
420 mm

4x6
6x4
6x8
8x

841mm x

594 mm

12 x

1189 mm x 841 mm

Available in Fusion 360

16 x 24

Engineering Drawing Format:
Engineering
drawings per
(ASME Y14.1/
ASME Y14.1M).
Borders.
Zones.
Blocks (various).
Notes.
Drawing.

Title Block
A
B
C

A.
B.
C.
D.

D

Company or Institution Name and Address.
Title of Object or Drawing.
Scale.
Can include Federal Supply Code for
Manufacturers (FSCM) or Database Access
Index.
E. Drawing creation information such as drawn by,
engineer, reviewed by, revision date, etc.

Using Handles
All objects and text have handles.
The center handle allows you to
move the object.
The end handles allow you to
change the size of the
object.
On an arc the center handle
along the arc allows you to
adjust it's radius, and the
arcs center can be moved
by this box.

Handles can be snapped
to other objects.

Using layers
Select the layers properties box which will open the layer
Properties manager tool.

Layers and their properties can be
managed from the Layers properties
Manager.

Layers
Layers allow more efficient data management.
Types of lines, colors, and other attributes allow us to group our
data to better manage it.
Once on layer properties we can turn parts of
our data off and on, we can lock it so it
can’t be modified, or we can freeze it so
we can still see it but not be able to
modify it .
These attributes allow simplified programming
if we decide to use it for CNC.

Once opened select the new layer icon which will create a new layer
that you can now rename.

After renaming the layer you can change color, linetype, and lineweight.

You can turn the layer on or off, to freeze or unfreeze the layer, or lock
the layer.

Layer properties on the ribbon allow object
Manipulation, such as moving objects between
layers, or matching by line type.
Selecting the Properties arrow will bring up the layers
properties box, which has information about all
of the properties of the layer currently activated.

Creating Layers:

Select the Layers Properties box, which will open
The Layers Properties Manager.
Notice the Zero layer
is the only layer, and
it is activated.

Once the Layers Properties Manager is open, Additional Layers can be
created, Layers can be named, Color chosen, Line types, and
lineweights selected, as well as choosing which layer is active.

